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CALL FOR PAPERS
THEMATIC ISSUE: WORK AND TECHNOLOGY
The emergence of every new technology raises the question of changes in the field of
work - from the character of work patterns, changing work relations, employment and
unemployment forms to the broader consequences at contemporary societal level.
Therefore it is not surprising that social scientists are attracted by work-technology
relationship, particularly regarding previous scientific experiences which established
possibilities to comprehend that relationship in terms of complex interactional
patterns. Moreover, necessity to approach work-technology issues through the
interdisciplinary collaborations now seems to be self-evident.
Irrespective of common sense claim that technology in 21st century is ubiquitous,
embedded in our everyday life and significantly intervenes into the work sphere,
work-technology relationship opens the room for new research in its numerous and
divergent contingencies. We invite scholars and experts, as well as the other interested
authors to submit their theoretical contributions, field-work findings and possible new
and inspiring conceptual frameworks for work-technology discussion.
The topics to be covered by this special issue include, but are not limited to:
 work, technology and identity,
 work, technology and social division,
 technology and work processes,
 technological aspects of occupations,
 work challenges in the 4th industrial revolution,
 technology and work cultures,
 work and technology – 21st century challenges.
Prepare and send your submissions in accordance with the journal's authors
instruction. Read over the journal’s section Manuscripts on http://www.indecs.eu, the
official website of the Interdisciplinary Description of Complex Systems.
Specify that your manuscript is intended for the thematic issues Work and Technology.
Manuscript submission deadline is December 15th, 2017. Publication date for
accepted manuscripts is in March 2018, as INDECS 16(1).
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